
Tutor courtesy card continued Roger Touchscreen Mic/Roger X

The Roger Touchscreen Mic/Roger X radio system can be a great
help to a hearing aid user ‒ a little of your time to help understand
what does what will be much appreciated. 

Thank you for your time

Connection facilities into AV equipment
are available using the lead supplied,
please contact us for more information.

The battery status is shown
in the display and very low
battery is shown by a
double flashing red light. 

The Roger Touchscreen Mic
needs daily charging.

Avoid
wearing
'noisy'
clinking
jewellery.

The student should give you
the  Roger Touchscreen Mic
transmitter turned on
and ready to use 
‒ if you can see the
display then the 
unit is on.

There is no need to be self conscious in
wearing a radio microphone ‒ all the
best TV stars do so.

During the lesson try not to draw
attention to the Roger X user but
do help them by always
repeating questions from the
floor.

5 information points

!

During the lesson the
Roger Touchscreen
Mic will automatically
adjust to
louder voice
levels so you
need not
change the
way you
normally talk.
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The tutor wears the Roger Touchscreen
Mic to pick up their voice, the student
wears a Roger X radio
receiver to feed sound
directly into their 
hearing aid. 

The result is a greatly
improved and relaxed
listening experience for
the hearing aid user. 

After the session, if you are not returning the transmitter to the user,
remember to turn it off before going to the staff room or toilet! The Roger
Touchscreen Mic has a potential transmitting range of several classrooms.

The Touchscreen
Mic should be
worn about the
length of a biro
from the mouth.
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Be aware that you have a direct
sound link to Roger X users in the
room and mute the microphone
when you are talking to others.
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When not addressing the radio
aid system user, always mute
the microphone with a short
press of the mic mute button
(don’t forget to toggle back to
normal afterwards!). 
When the mic
is muted, red
light will flash.

Microphone
mute button

Roger Touchscreen Mic controls
In normal use, it should not be necessary to use the controls ‒ we explain them here in
case you need to use them!

Micro USB
charging

3.5mm jack for multimedia
audio input


